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ABSTRACT. B.   A. Taylor [l3] has shown that the lattice points in the plane

form a sufficient set for the space of entire functions of order less than two. We

obtain a generalization of this result to functions of several variables and to

more general spaces of entire functions.  For example, we prove that if S CCn

such that d(z, S)<const|z|   ~p'2 for all z £C", then S is a sufficient set for

the space of entire functions on C" of order less than p.  The proof involves

estimating the growth rate of an entire function from its growth rate on S. We

also introduce the concept of a weakly sufficient set and obtain sufficient con-

ditions for a set to be weakly sufficient. We prove that sufficient sets are weakly

sufficient and that certain types of effective sets [8] are weakly sufficient.

1. Introduction.   Let C    be the family of all continuous positive functions

on C", let X C C , and let E be the vector space of all entire functions f on

C" such that \f(z)\ =0(k(z)) as |z| -> °o for each k £ X. If S C C", / £ E, and

k «X, let \\f\\ktS = SMV\\f(z)\/k(z): z €S\. When S = Cn write ||/||fe for ||/||feiC„.

Then || ||, (resp. || ||, A is a seminorm on E, and the collection of seminorms

|| ||,   (resp.  || ||,   A, k £ K, determines a locally convex topology on E which is

denoted by (E, X) (resp. (E, K(S))). A subset S of C" is called a sufficient set

for E when the two families of seminorms (|| ||,: k £ K] and 1|| ||. s: k £ X! de-

termine the same locally convex topology on E.

If there is a family <£ = [fty < ft2 < • ■ •! C C+ such that

K = {keC+:ft (z)=0(k(z)) as  \z\ — «., p - 1, 2, • •• i,

then the family X is said to be countably determined by the family $> and we

write X = X(O). If S C C" is a set of uniqueness for the space E (i.e., any func-

tion /£E which vanishes on S vanishes identically), let
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E(<pp, S) = {f£E: \\f\\PtS = supl\fiz)\/<f>piz):z £ S\ < »\.

Then E((p , S) is a normed linear space and E = (J ¿Ni &($*, S). (E, O) (resp.

(E, $(S))) will denote the space E equipped with the inductive limit topology

from the Banach spaces E(<f> , C") (resp. the normed linear spaces E(<p , S)). A

subset S of C" is called weakly sufficient when (E, $) is isomorphic to

(E, <£($)) as a locally convex space.

We derive some properties of sufficient and weakly sufficient sets, and prove

that if K is countably determined by 0, then a sufficient set S is weakly suffi-

cient. Using a result due to B. A. Taylor [14], we show that if the class $ satis-

fies some mild restrictions, then in fact (E, K(S)) =* (E, K) =*(E, $)=*(£, 0(5))

where ==• denotes isomorphism as a locally convex space. We also prove a type of

Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem which shows that if K is countably determined by $,

then the growth rate of any function in E is determined by its growth rate on a

sufficient set. Also we obtain a relationship between V. G. Iyer's [8] notion of

an effective set and weakly sufficient sets. We prove that certain types of effec-

tive sets are weakly sufficient.

Finally, we develop a method for determining discrete sufficient sets for

spaces (E, K) of entire functions on C" when the functions k £ K can be

chosen as functions of \z\. Results in this direction were obtained by Taylor

[13] who showed that the lattice points in the plane form a sufficient set for the

space of entire functions on C of order less than two.  Here we use methods

similar to [13] and a techique due to G. Valiron [15] to obtain a generalization

of this result to functions of several variables and to more general spaces of

entire functions (see Theorem 5.1).

Sufficient sets were introduced by L. Ehrenpreis to study some interesting

problems in analysis [2, pp. 3, 4, 13]. The dials of the spaces considered here are ana-

lytically uniform spaces [2, p. 8]. Thus [2, p. 12] if S is a sufficient set for a

space (E, K), then every element in the dual of (E, K) has a representation as

a Fourier integral

J elZW dv(w)

where v is a bounded measure supported on the set S.

Also, we prove that if S is a sufficient set for (E, K) and if E is an alge-

bra, then any function in E which is bounded on S is bounded and hence re-

duces to a constant (Theorem 2.4). It follows from this and the fact that the lat-

tice points in C" form a sufficient set for the space of entire functions on C"

of order less than two that any entire function on C" of order less than two

which is bounded at the lattice points in  C" is a constant. In the case of one

variable, this is a classical problem posed by Littlewood and solved by G. Polya,

J. M. Whittaker, and others [16].
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2. Sufficient sets. Let X be a family of continuous positive functions on

C" which tend to infinity with |z|, and let E be the vector space of entire functions /

on C" which satisfy |/(z)| = 0(k(z)) for each k £ K. For any subset S oí C"

define

\\f\\ktS = sup{\f(z)\/k(z):z£S],      f£E,k£K.

When S = C write  ||/||A for ||/||ifC„. The seminorms  || ||fe (resp. || (|fe>s),

k £ X, determine a locally convex topology on E, and E equipped with this

topology is denoted by (E, K) (resp. (E, K(S))).

Definition 2.1. A subset S oí C" is called a sufficient set for E when the

two families of seminorms j|| ||fe: k € K] and ||| ||^ s: k £ K] determine the same

locally convex topology on E.

Thus S is a sufficient set for E if and only if (E, X) is isomorphic to

(E, X(c)   as a topological vector space (denoted by (E, X) — (E, K(S))). For

every k € X and / £ E,  \\f\\k s < \\f\\k and thus the identity map i: (E, K) —»

(E, K(S)) is always continuous.  Consequently, a set S is a sufficient set for

E if and only if for every k £ K there is a k   £ X and a constant C > 0 such

that for each f £ E

\\f\\k<cWfh:s

or

\f(z)\ < k'(z) on S -» |/(z)| < Ck(z) on C".

This last condition is a type of Phragmen-Lindelöf principle. It shows that if

S is a sufficient set for E, then the "global" growth rate of the functions in E

is determined by their growth rate on S. With some additional hypotheses on the

family X we will obtain a sharper theorem of this type (see Theorem 3.8).

Definition 2. 2  A subset S of    C is called a set of uniqueness for a space

E of entire functions if / £ E and / = 0 on S=*f m 0.

It is easy to see that if S is a sufficient set for (E, X), then S is a set of

uniqueness for (E, K). For if f £ E, /= 0 on S, and k £ X, then there is a

k' e X and a constant C> 0 such that ||/||t < C||/||fe' s = 0. Consequently,

/30.

However, more is true. If 5 is a sufficient set for (E, K), if E is an algebra,

and if / e B with |/(*)| < C on S, then |/(z)| < C on C" and hence / reduces to

a constant. In terms of the family X of growth conditions, the assumption that E

is an algebra amounts to assuming that the product kyk2 belongs to X whenever

ky  and k2 belong to X.

To prove this result we need the following characterization of the bounded

sets in (E, X) [12, p. 437].
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Proposition 2.3.  A subset B of (E, K) is bounded if and only if there is a

function U(z) > 0 such that  \f(z)\ < U(z) for all f £ B and U(z)/k(z) is bounded

for every k £ K.

Proof. If B is bounded, define U(z) = supi|/(z)|: / e ßi. Then clearly

|/(z)| < U(z) for all / £ B  and since  B is bounded and

^=sup{lä:/£BJ<suPl||/||t:/eB|,
k(z) V k(z) ) *

it follows that U(z)/k(z) is bounded for all k £ K.

Conversely, if U(z) is such a function, then   sup{||/||fe: / e ßl < \\U\\k which

is bounded for every k £ K. Thus  B  is bounded.

Theorem 2.4.  Let S be a sufficient set for (E, K) and suppose that E is

an algebra. Then any function f in E which is bounded on S  is bounded and

hence reduces to a constant.

Proof.  It is sufficient to prove the theorem for \f(z)\ < 1  for z e S. For if

\f(z)\ < C on S,, replace f(z) by f(z)/C. Let

B = \[f(z)V: j= 1,2,-..\.

Then B is a bounded set in (E, K(S)) and so B is a bounded set in (E, K),

since S is sufficient. By Proposition 2.3, there is a function U(z) > 0 such that

for all z,

\f(z)\j<U(z), ;=1,2,...    or    |/U)|<[lK«)l1/yf ; = 1,2,....

Holding  z fixed and letting / —> <» we obtain  |/(z)| < 1. Since this holds for all

z, the proof is complete.

Definition 2.5.  The family  K is said to be countably determined if there is

a family 0 = 1<P j < 92 < • • ■ ! of continuous positive functions on C" which tend

to infinity with \z\ such that K consists of the family of all continuous positive functions

on C" which satisfy <f>p(z) = 0(k(z)), p = 1,2, ■■■ . We will write K = K($) when

the family K is countably determined by the family $.

It is easy to verify [12, p. 444] that if K = K(O) is countably determined, then

E = 1/ entire : \f(z)\ = 0(<p iz)) for some p = 1, 2,- • • i.

Thus, E= U~=1 E(4>p) where E'<f>p) = \f entire: |/(z)| = 0(<f>p(z))\. Each E(<f>p)

is a Banach space with respect to the norm

||/||p = sup¡|/(z)!/cy2):zeCn¡.

Consequently, E may be given the inductive limit topology [10, p. 78] from the
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sequence of Banach spaces  E((f> ).  The space  E  equipped with this topology is

denoted by (E, q>).

In the following proposition, (E, r ) denotes  E equipped with the topology

of uniform convergence on compact subsets.

Proposition 2.6. (i) The seminorm topology on E is finer than the topology

of uniform  convergence  on compact subsets. That is, the identity map i: (E, K)

—*(E, r ) is continuous.

(ii) If K = /(($) is countably determined, then the inductive limit topology

on E is finer than the seminorm topology. That is, the identity map i: (E, $) —»

(E, K) is continuous.

Proof of (i).  If D is any compact subset of C and if k £ K, then supi|/(z)|:

z £ D\<Ck\\f\\k where Ck = sup\k(z): z £ D\. This proves (i).

Proof of (ii). The identity map i: (E, 0) —>(E, K) is continuous if and only

if each of the injections /': E(r/> )—>(E, K) is continuous [10, p. 79]. For every

k £ K.and <pp £ <S?,

\\f\\k = sup\\f(z)\/kiz)\<CpJf\\p

where C    k = s\ip\cf> (z)/k(z)\. This proves that each injection is continuous.

Corollary 2.7. (E, K) is complete.

Proof.  If Í/J is a Cauchy net in (E, K), then by Proposition 2.6(i) there is

an entire function / such that fa—»/ uniformly on compact subsets. Let k £ K

and f > 0 be given. There is ana0 such that a, ß >dQ implies |/a(z) - L(z)\ <

ek(z), z £ C". Since /A—>f pointwise, this implies that, if a > aQ, |/a(z) - f(z)\

<ek(z), z £ C*. Thus || fa- f\\k<e for a > a0, and this proves that fa—»/ in

(E, K).  Finally, since /OQ - / £ E, /= faQ - (faQ-f)eE.

It is natural to ask when these two topologies on  E coincide. Taylor [14]

proved the following theorem which gives sufficient conditions for this to be the

case.

Theorem 2.8   (Taylor).  Let  K = K(<î>) be countably determined and let ip   =

log (p.. Suppose that each ip    satisfies the following conditions:

(i) each \p    is plurisubharmonic;

(ii) i>p^(z)>log(l + \z\2)+4ip(z) where %p(z) = suph/^z + ¿f): |£|<l!;

(iii) for every p > 1,  ifi     , — i/f    z's bounded above on every bounded set.

Then the inductive limit topology and the seminorm topology on E coincide. That

is, (E, K) ~  (E, <D).

We will need the following characterization of the bounded sets in (E, K)

and (E, $).
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Proposition 2.9.  Let  X = X(<ï>) be countably determined. The bounded sets in

(E, K)and in (E, $) coincide, and each bounded set is contained in one of the

bounded sets B   = ¡/ £ E: \f(z)\ < pftp(z)], p = 1, 2, • • •.

Proof. [14, p. 380].

3. Weakly sufficient sets.  Let X = X($) be countably determined and let

S be a set of uniqueness (see Definition 2.2) for (E, X). For each ft. £ $,

E(ftp, S) = {/ e E : \f(z)\ = 0(ftp(z)) fot zeS]

is a normed linear space with respect to the norm ||/||    s = sup {\f(z)\/ft (z):

z £ S], and E =   \JT. ^iftp,^^- Thus E may also be given the inductive limit

topology determined by the spaces E(ft    S), and (E, $(5)) will denote E equipped

with this topology. The next proposition states that the "$ topology" on E is

finer than the "$(5) topology" on E, which is finer than the "X(S) topology".

Proposition 3.1. Let X = X(3>) be countably determined. The identity map-

pings

i:(E,q>)->(E, ®(S)),      i : (E, $(5)) — (E, K(S))

are continuous.

Proof. A base of neighborhoods of zero in (E, í>(5)) consists of the set of

absolutely convex envelopes of sets of the form   |J zNj ^t> wbere V    is a mem-

ber of a base of absolutely convex neighborhoods of zero in E(ft , S) fot each p

[10, p. 79]. It follows from this and the fact that the injections E(ft )  —> E(ft , S)

ate continuous that the injections    E(ft ) —>(E, $(5)) are continuous. Thus

i: (E, $) —» (E, $(5)) is continuous.

The proof of the second assertion is the same as that of Proposition 2.6(ii).

Definition 3.2.  A subset S of C" is called a weakly sufficient set for E if

(E,<I>)  ~  (E,<D(5)).

Theorem 33. Suppose that X = X(<I>) is countably determined and that $

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.8. Then a sufficient set is a weakly suffi-

cient set.

Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Definition 3.2, Theorem 2.8,

and Proposition 3.1.

Corollary 3.4. Suppose that  X = X(<I>) is countably determined and that $

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.8. Then S sufficient implies

(E, K(S)) » (E, X) a* (E, 0) « (E, $(5)).
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In the following theorem we give two equivalent sufficient conditions for a

a set S to be weakly sufficient.

Theorem 3.5. A subset S of C" is weakly sufficient for E if S satisfies

either of the following equivalent conditions:

(i) E(ft    S) is complete for each p = I, 2,

(ii) For every p there is a  a such that E(ft , S) C E(ft ) and the injection

is continuous.

The proof that condition (ii) implies that S is weakly sufficient is the same

as the proof of the first part of Proposition 3.1- Hence it only remains to show

that the two conditions are equivalent. The proof will depend on Proposition 3.7

which is due to A. Grothendieck [3Í.

Proposition 3.6.  Let E be an inductive limit of a sequence E    of Frécbet

spaces and let u be a sequentially closed linear map of a Frécbet space F into

E. Then u is continuous.

Proof. [1, p. 448].

Proposition 3.7 (Grothendieck).  Let E be an inductive limit of a sequence

E.  of Frécbet spaces and let u be a continuous linear mapping of Frécbet space

F into E. Then there is a a such that u is a continuous linear mapping of F into E .

Proof. [3, p. 198].

Proof of Theorem 3.5. First suppose that E(ft , S) is complete for all p. The

injection E(ft , S) —» (E, $) is a sequentially closed linear map. For if /. —» /

in E(ft , S) and /•—»g in (E, $), then /• —»/ pointwise on C" since the induc-

tive limit topology is finer than the topology of uniform convergence on compact

subsets (Proposition 2.6(i)). Since /. —»/ pointwise on  S and S is a set of

uniqueness, f = g. Thus, by Proposition 3.6 and 3.7, the injection E(ft , S) —»

(E, <ï>) is continuous and in fact maps E(ft , S) into E(ft ) for some a (continu-

uously).

To prove the converse let I/! be a Cauchy sequence in E(ft , S).   By as-

sumption there is a a such that the injection   E(ft , S) —» E(ft )   is continu-

ous. Thus l/.¡ is a Cauchy sequence in E(ft ) and since E(ft ) is complete there

is an / £ E(ft ) such that /■ —»/in E(ft ). It is routine (see the proof of Corol-

lary 2.7) to show that / e E(ftp, S) and f. -> /   in E(ftp, S). Thus E(ftp, S) is

complete.

Condition (ii) in Theorem 3.5 is a Phragmen-Lindelöf type condition with the

set S replacing the boundary of an angle. It insists that the set S should be

"rich" enough to determine the growth rates of the functions in E.  For, an equiva-

lent statement is (essentially) that for every  p there is a   q such that \f(z)\ <
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4>A.z) on S =»|/(z)| < <b (z) on C". On the surface this is a finer condition on

the growth rates of the functions in E than that imposed by the set S being a

sufficient set. However in the following theorem we prove that if K = K(<!>) is

countably determined, then sufficient implies condition (i), and hence condition

(ii), of Theorem 3.5. We believe (but are unable to prove) that the converse of this

theorem is also true.

Theorem 3.8.  If K = K(í>) z's countably determined and S is a sufficient set

for E, then for every p there is a q such that E(<p , S) C E(<p ) and the injection

is continuous.

Proof.  By Theorem 3.5 it is enough to show that E(<p , S) is complete for

all p. Let i/.i be a Cauchy sequence in E(<p , S). The identity map z: (E, Í>(S))

—»(E, K(S)) is continuous (Proposition 3.1) and since S is a sufficient set, (E, K)

~(E, K(S)). Consequently, Í/-I is a Cauchy sequence in (E, K) and since (E, K)

is complete (Corollary 2.7) there is an / £ E such that /.—»/ in (E, K). It is

routine (see the proof of Corollary 2.7) to show that / £ E(<p , S) and /•—»/ in

E(<f> , S). Thus E(</> , S) is complete.

Corollary 3.9.   If K = K($>) is countably determined, then a sufficient set is

a weakly sufficient set.

Thus we see that a sufficient set is a weakly sufficient set even if the family

<t> does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.8. However, in this case it does

not follow that all of the topologies on the space E coincide (see Corollary 3.4).

Theorem 3.10. // S is a weakly sufficient set for (E, $) and if E is an al-

gebra, then any function in E which is bounded on S  is bounded, and hence must

reduce to a constant.

Proof. Let / £ E   and suppose that \f(z)\ <C on S. Let g(z) = f(z)/C and let

B = ![g(z)]7: / = 1, 2, • • • |. B is a bounded subset of E(<p     S) tor each p and thus

ß is a bounded set in (E, ,1)(S)). Since S is weakly sufficient, B is bounded in

(E, $). By Proposition 2.9, there is a p such that B is contained in the set

ß   = 1/ £ E: |/(z)| < p(p (z)\. Consequently, for all z,

\g(z)\Up<f>piz), /=1,2,...    or    \giz)\<[p<f>piz)]l/>,j=l,2,....

Holding z fixed and letting /' —» °° we obtain \g(z)\ < 1. Since this holds for all

z, the proof is complete.

4. The relationship between effective sets and weakly sufficient sets.  The

notion of an effective set is due to Iyer [8].  In this section we shall prove that

certain types of effective sets are weakly sufficient.

Let / be an entire function and let M(r, f) = maxi|/(z)|: |z| <r). The function
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/ is said to be of order p if

log log M(r, f)
lim sup -;-= p.

,_« log r

An entire function / of order p has type r if

log M(r,f)
lim sup-= T.

r-oo TP

Let C(p, d) denote the set of all entire functions of order p and type less

than d. A function of order less than p will be regarded as a function of order p

and type 0.

Let [z ] denote a distinct sequence of complex numbers such that 0 < |z}| <

¡au < •• • < \z | —» oo. [z ] is said to have exponent of convergence p if p is the

infimum of all positive numbers a for which 3£°°_j|z |      converges.

Definition 4.1. The set [z ] is called an effective set for C(p, d) if the type

of any function / £ C(p, d) as determined on [z ]  is equal to the type of /. That

is, [z ]  is an effective set for C(p, d) if, for every / £ C(p, d),

log|/U„)| log M(r,/)
hm sup- = lim sup-•

n—°°        \z  \p r-,0° rp
1     7J1

The following theorem [8, p. 360] gives a sufficient condition for a set [z ]

to be an effective set for C(p, d).

Theorem 4. 2 (Iyer). Let [z ] have exponent of convergence p. Then [z ] is

an effective set for C(p, d) if there exists an entire function g with simple zeros

at z = z    and an h > p such that the following relations hold:

(0 ,.  loglg'(z-)|   ,
hm - = a,
«-«      U   IP

ai) iimi£iM^=rf
\z\P

as  |z| — =o outside A(h) = (J~ = 1 i|z- zj < \zj ~h].

Let {d } be a strictly increasing sequence of reals with linu^oo^ = d. For

each p let ftp(z) = exp(dp\z\fi). Then C(p, d) = (J~=I E(ftp).

Theorem 4.3. Let [z ] be an effective set for C(p, d) which satisfies the

conditions of Theorem 4.2. Then [z ] is weakly sufficient for C(p, d).

Before we begin the proof of this theorem, we shall state in the form of lem-

mas several results used by Iyer in the proof of Theorem 4.2.
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Let [z ] and g satisfy the conditions of Theorem  4.2.

Lemma   4.4. Let f £ C(p, d) with lim sup^^log \f(zn)\/\zjp = /3. Choose

j], 0 < r¡ < d - ß, and X so that d - dXp > ß + r¡. Then

,(z)  &L u f{z"g{Xz"    1
' a(Xz)   -T, a'I*   )        Z-Z_g(Xz) „=i g'izj      z

Lemma 4.5.  Let a > 1. There is a sequence \R .J, R , < — < R . —» oo as

j —» oo, and R . , < aR ., szzcè /ia/ bo circle \z\ = R . intersects any of the discs

of either A(h) or A^(h) where X is determined in Lemma4.4 and

oo

AA-h)=\J\\z-zn/x\<\zn/x\-»\.
n=l

Proof of Theorem 4.3. First observe that if S = [z ] is an effective set for
n

C(p, d), then  S is a set of uniqueness. Consequently, by Theorem 3.5, it is suf-

ficient to show that, for every p, E(<f>p, S) is continuously injected into E((pp  2).

Let / £ E(<pp, 5) with ||/||p>s < 1. Then

(4.6) l/^expta-Jz.ia      /-1,2,....

If ß = lim sup^log \f(zn)\/\zn\P, then ß < dp. Choose r¡, 0 < r, < V2(dp+l - dp),

and X so that d - dXp = d   + r¡. Finally choose e > 0 so small that e < r). By

Lemma 4.4,

. .       g(z)    ~    f(zJs(^n)       1
(4.7) {z)=n\ ¿- -Ü~)~~z~=T'giXz) „=i       ¿ izj      z    zn

Moreover, by Lemma 4.4, given a = (dp.x/(d   4- 77 + e))~p> I, there is a sequence

ÍR;.i, R j < R2 < ■ ■ • < R. —, 00, R.+ l < aR., such that none of the circles \z\ = R.

intersect any of the discs of either A(h) or A (h). Using (i) and (ii) of Theorem

4.2, (4.6), and the choice of X we obtain from (4.7) that

M(R., f) < C exp [id - dXp + c)Rp]

for   /> 70 = /0(e) where C is a constant which is independent of /. Since M(R, f)

is an increasing function of R and R . j < aR ., it follows that M(R, f) <C

exp[(d - dXp + e)apRp] tot R > Rj . Since   (d - z/X^ + f)ap=(dp + r\ + e)ap = z/    lf

we obtain

(4.8) M(R,/)<Cexp[«fi)+1R'D],      R>Rf.

This establishes that if / £ E(<pp, S) with \\f\\p>s < 1, then / £ E((pp+2). If / £

E(çS 5) and ||/|L s > 1, we apply the preceding argument to //||/|L s and ob-

tain / £ E(cpp+2). Thus  E(<pp, S) C E(<f>p+2).

It remains to prove that the injection E(<p , S) —► E(<p    A) is continuous. Set
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A = su?{ftp^(R)/ftp^(R): R > 0],      B = sup{ftp+2(R0)/ftp+2(R) : R > RQ],

where R0 is the constant determined in (4.8). From (4.8) we obtain

sup {M(R, f)/ftp+2(R): R> RA<CA and since

sup     MiR'f\ <
^0^p+2ÍR)      K£R0

Tu(R0,f) ¿^oH

\fP^RoHp»Ol)\

it follows that ||/IL+2 < ABC. Thus we have proved that if / £ E(ft , S) with

Il/IL c < 1. then ||/|L+2<^BC\ This establishes that the injection E(ft , S)—*

E(ft    2) is continuous and completes the proof.

It is shown in [8, p.365] that the lattice points z = m + in, m, n = 0, ±1, ±2,

••• , form an effective set for C(2, zr/2) which satisfies the conditions of Theorem

4.2. Consequently we have

Corollary 4.9.  The lattice points in the plane form a weakly sufficient set for

C(2, zr/2).

It will be shown in §7 that the lattice points in the plane form a sufficient

set for the space of entire functions of order less than two. Since the proof that

the lattice points form an effective set for C(2, zr/2) involves constructing a func-

tion of order 2 and type zr/2 which vanishes at the lattice points, it follows that

(see Theorems 2.4 and 3.10) the lattice points do not form a weakly sufficient (nor

sufficient) set for C(2, d) when d > n/2.

5. The main theorem. Let V(r) be a positive increasing function of r such

that  V(r) —» +oo as  r —> oo. Let X be any class of continuous, positive functions

k(r) whose logarithms ftir) = log k(r) satisfy

(i) limr_>oo0(r) = +oo,

(ii) exp(B'[1ft(B21r)) £K whenever exp(ç!>) e X,

(iii) [ft(BArj[2 /ft(r) = o(V(r)) as r -, +<x>,

where By, B, and B . are the constants appearing in (7.1).

Theorem 5.1. Let S C C" such that a\z, S) < const |z|/\/V(2|z|) for all z e

C". Then S is a sufficient set for (E, X).

The idea behind the proof of this theorem is to obtain an estimate for M(r, f)

in terms of the values of / on the set S. In particular, we shall prove (Theorem

6.16) that if / is any entire function (suitably normalized) then

[log M(B.r,f)~[2
-    «-

Wto     J
where M(r, f, S) = supi|/(z)| :\z\<r,z £ S] and By, B2, By B4 depend on V. Roughly,
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it will follow from this inequality that log M(r, f) < log M(B2r, f, S) fot r>rQ where r. is in-

dependent of /(see Lemma 6.14). Thus for k £ X,

M(r,f)     MiB2r,f,S)    M(B2r,f,S)

k(r)     -        k(r~) -    ky(B2r)

where ky(r) = k(B2   r). Consequently, if we restrict the norms to involve only the

supremum for r > rQ, we have ||/||t < \\f\\k. $• Thus the set S is sufficient.

The details of the proof will be given in §7.

6. A growth estimate for entire functions.   Throughout this section  V will denote

a pure (n - l)-dimensional analytic variety in C". If a e C and 8 > 0, then

Vs={z£C:d(z,V)<8],    Bs = izeC": |z|<S!,    Bs(a) = {z £ C": |z -a\ <8\.

Finally, A (resp. a   ) will denote the rrz-dimensional Hausdorff measure (resp. the

zzz-dimensional surface area measure) on Rm, and r    will denote the volume of
77Ï

the unit ball in Rm.

Proposition 6.1. Let V be a pure (n - l)-dimensional analytic variety passing

through the origin in C".  Then for any r > 0,   Tln_-f2n~1 < A2ti-2^ n SP-

Proof. [11, p. 16].

Proposition 6.2.  Let  V be a pure (n - \)-dimensional analytic variety in C

azza" let r and 8 be positive numbers. Then

L (v. nß)<32"—S\   ivnßj.
2n     0 r   — T ln-2 r+2t>

T2n-2

Proof.  We begin by selecting a finite number of points z¿ £ V O B    s which

have the following properties:

(6.3) The balls Bg(z.) are pairwise disjoint.

(6.4) The balls  B2$(z.) cover  V n Br+?.

(6.5) The balls 635(2,) cover Vs n Bf.

If V O B    5=0, then Vg O B   =0 and the result follows. Hence we may suppose

that  V Cl Br  5 40 ■ Let Zj  be an arbitrary point of V <"> B    ?.  Now select

z2£(vnBr+A\Bn(zy)

and inductively select
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\/=l

By the compactness of VO B    g there are at most a finite number k of points

selected in this manner. It is clear from the construction that conditions (6.3) and

(6.4) are satisfied. To verify condition (6.5) we note that if £ £ VgH ß   then

|£| < r and there is a point z £ V such that \C - z\ < 8. Since |z| < r + 8, con-

dition (6.4) guarantees that z £ B 2$(z ) tot some ; and so C e B^^(z.).

We now complete the proof of the proposition. Since V passes through the

center of each of the balls B g(z.), we may apply Proposition 6.1 to obtain the

inequality

for  1 < / < k.  It follows from (6.5) and this inequality that

\, (V, n B ) < V r, (38)2n = 32" -^a. 82 Y r,    ,z52"-2
¿no r   — ^-     2n r t^     2n—2

;=1 2n-2 ;=1

r2„-2 fe     2"-2 S     '

Using (6.3) and the fact that B g(z.) C B      s, 1 < j < k, we obtain

g X2„-2(V " ß8^ = S.-af^  y  W)  < A2„-2^ " ß,+28>-

Combining the last two inequalities completes the proof.    «

Proposition 6.6.  Let   f be an entire function on C" and let  V = [z £ C":

f(z) = Q\. If r and  8 zzre positive numbers, then there is a constant A > 0 such

that

X2n(V$ n B) < Ar2"-282(log Mieir + 8), f) - log |/(0)|).

Proof.  By Proposition 6. 2 we have

(6.7) a, (v. n ß ) < const 52A.    Av n ß . J
v       ' 2n     o r   — 2n-2 r+b

where the constant depends only on the dimension of the space. Now Jensen's

formula [9] states that

(6.8) Nir) + log |/(0)| =^— f \og\firy)\do2n_xiy)
2n—\      '    '

where
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in |z| < t, n - 1,

N(r) =

, . /the number of zeros of / ir

f^Ldt    and    «(*) = )
Jo t2"-1 h     AvnB),n>l.

\    2 n — 2 t

Now

Ín(r), n = 1,

n(r)    A2-2 - l\ ^

and so

(6,9) n(r) < const r2n~~2N(er)

where the constant depends only on the dimension of the space.

Consequently,

A2„(l/8 ° B) < COnSt 8\„-2{V n Br+S] hy i6'7)

< const 82r2"-2N(e(r + 8)) by (6.9)

= const o2r2"-2(log M(e(r + 8), f) - log |/(0)|)    by (6.8)

and this completes the proof.

Proposition 6.10.  // / is analytic and satisfies f(z)4 0, 1 in \z\ < 8, then

there exist absolute constants A and I such that

|log|/(z)|- log |/(0)|| < A +(\ log |/(0)||

for \z\ <d8, 0 <e< 1.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the result when /(0) > 0. For the general case

replace / by e~'^f where /(0) = re1®'. By Schottky's theorem [5, p.49] there

exist absolute constants A, B, C such that

lio« i/mi <w+Biiog I/to)«) (|±f y

for |z| < 8. For x < 8 the function x —* (8 + x)/(8 - x) is increasing and so we

obtain

(6.11) |log|/(*)||<<S + B,Jlog |/(0)||
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for \z\ < 8/2 where A ¡ = 3CA, B j = 3CB. Since f(z) 4 0 for |z| < 5, log |/| is

harmonic and (since /(0) is real) we may apply the Poisson integral formula

[6, p. 31] to obtain

logf(z) = ̂ i_l^±^log\fire^)\d6
re    — z

tor \z\ < r = 8/2. Using (6.11) to estimate the modulus of this integral we see

that

(6.12)        Hog /(z)| < r~^\ iAx + B |log |/(0)||) <A2 + ß |log |/(0)||
r-\z\

for \z\ < r/2 = 8/4 where A2 = 3A j,  B 2 = 3B j. By  the Cauchy integral formula,

dz     *' 2tti   %|=S/4   (£_2)2

for |z| < 8/4. Now using (6.12) we obtain the estimate

\d log f(z)/dz\ < Va8ÍA2 + B2|log |/(0)||)(S/4 - 8/8)~2

= (1/S)(A3 + B3|log|/(0)||)

for \z\ < 8/8 where A, = 16A2, B, = 16ß,. Thus

(6.13)      |log fiz) - log /(0)| = | JoZ ̂  log fiOdC <(|z|/5)(A   +B |log|/(0)||)

for |z| < 8/8.

Let / = mini 1/B 3, 1/8! and let e be given with 0 < £ < 1. Then elS < 5/8

and so we may apply (6.13) to obtain

|log/(z)-log/(0)|<A3 + f|log|/(0)||

for |z| < el8. Since Re(log f(z) - log /(0)) = log |/(z)| - log |/(0)|  the assertion

follows.

Lemma 6.14. Let u, <p, V be positive increasing functions of r tending to

infinity for which there exist constants C x and C2> 1 such that the following

conditions hold:

(i) cp(C2r)2/<p(r) = o(V(r)).

(ii) zz(r) = o(<p(r)).

^2(iii)   u(r) < <p(r) + C x(u(C 2r)/VV(r) ) '

Then there is an rn (which is independent of u) such that u(r) < 2(p(r) for r>rQ
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Proof.  By (i) there is an rQ such that

(6.15) ft(C2r)2/ft(r) < V(r)/4Cy

fot r> Tq. If there is an  r> rQ  with  2ft(r) < u(r) then, by (iii), ft(r) <

Cy(u(C2r)/\/V(r)) .      Using (6.15) and this inequality we obtain

V(r)ft(r)     , u(C2r)2
ft(C7r) <

4Cyft(C2r)      4ft(C2r)

Thus  2ft(C2r) < u(C2r). Repeating this argument we obtain, for every n - 1, 2, • • •,.

2ft(C"r) < u(C"r) which contradicts (ii).

Let ß be the solution to the equation log |/3| + log |/3 - 1| = 1 which is real

and greater than I.  Fix e, 0 < e < 1, let / be the constant appearing in Proposi-

tion 6.10, and let ft(r) be a positive function defined for all r > 0.  Let  ft(r) =

sup{ft(t): r/2<t <3r/2].

Theorem 6.16. Let S C C" with d(z, S) < ft(\z\) for all z and let f be an

entire ¡unction with f(0) = ß. Then there exist constants A. > 0 depending on

n and a constant     A 2 depending on n and e such that

log M(r, /)<(!- ()~l(A y + log M(3r/2 + ft(r)/d, f, S))

+ A2[rXft(r) log M(e(3r/2 + ft(r)), f)]2.

Proof. Let a £ S and let D = {Ç e C": \£ - a| < |a|/2|. Since / is-entire,

log l/l  is subharmonic and hence satisfies the subaveraging property, i.e.,

log|/(a)|<(2/|a|)2"r^ Jß log |/(z)| dX^z).

If E is any measurable  subset of D we may split this integral into the integral

over E plus the integral over D\E and obtain the estimate

(6.17)    log |/(a)| < sup log |/(0| +-L (iiynA2n(D\E) log m(3^1, ¡).
E T2n\\a\/ V 2     7

Now for i = 0, 1, set Vi = {z e C": f(z) = i\ and define

E = {£ £ D : V' n BsiC ) = 0    tot i =0,1]

where 8 =ft(\a\)/el. ThenD\EC(V°5 U  V¡)nBila¡/2 so that

A2„(D\£) < \n{V¡ n S3|a|/2) + A2„(l/S  " B^,,).

Using Proposition 6.6 to estimate the right side of this inequality, we obtain
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A2n(D\E) < const |a|2n-2S2[log M(e(3\a\/2 + 8),f)

(6.18) + log M(e(3|a|/2 + 8), f- l)- log|/(0)| - log!/(0)- l|].

However log(x + 1) < 1 + log x for x > 1  and since M(r, f - 1) < M(r, f) + 1  and

M(r, f) > |/(0)| - ß > 1,

log M(e(3|a|/2 + 8), /- 1) < log M(e(3\a\/2 +8),f)+l.

From the choice of ß and this inequality we obtain from (6.18) that

A2n(D\E) < const |a|2n"282 log Miei3\a\/2 + 8), f)

where the constant depends on the dimension of the space and the choice of ß.

Finally this inequality together with (6.17) gives

(6.19) log l/M < SUP lo* \f(0\ + Air~l8 log M(e(3|a|/2 + 8), f))2.
E

We now proceed to obtain an estimate for supllog |/(0|: C e E\. Let E, =

\C £E: \f(C)\ < 11. If E = Ej the theorem follows from (6.19). Thus we may

suppose that e\ex4 0- Now for any Ç £ E\Ex,d(Ç, S) < i¡j(\£\) < 0(|a|) = (18

and so SO B ,%(£) 40. Consider the function g of one complex variable defined

for |z| < 8 by g(z) = f(C+ zsx) where  Sj = (s - £)/|s - £|   and s £ S O B([S(0.

Applying Proposition 6.10 we obtain that there is a constant A > 1  such that

|log \f(C + zs,)| - log \f(OW <A+ e | log |/(C)||

for |z| < (18. But since Ç £ E\E t  log |/(0| > 0 and so this inequality implies

log |/(0| - log \f(C + zsx)\<A + ( log \fiO\

or

log \f(C)\ < (1 - ^(A + log |/(C + zs,)|).

For z =\s - £\, £+ zs j = s £ S and  |z| < f/5 and so

log \fiO\ < 0 - f)-I04 + log M(3|a|/2 + f/8, /, 5)).

Consequently,

sup |/(£)| < sup   |/(C)| <-;— (A + log M(3|a|/2 + (18, f, S))
E £\Ej L ~e

and combining this with (6.19) establishes the result.

7. Proof of the main theorem. Let V(r) be a positive increasing function of

r such that V(r) —> -h»  as r-. -h». If ifj(r) = const r/\JV(2r),   then  ^(r) <

const r/\Jv(r). Consequently, if S CC" with d(z, S) < ip\\z\) for all z, Theorem
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6.16 implies that there exist constants By, B2, B?, B4 such that if / is any

entire function with /(0) = ß,

,      .                    ,               v           flogM(Btr, /)\2
(7.1) log M(r, f) < By log M(B r, f, S) + B      _-i__     .

\     nMt!     /

Let X be any class of continuous positive increasing functions k(r) whose

logarithms ft(r) = log k(r) satisfy:

(i) lim^^r) = co,

(ii) exp(By1ft(B~1r)) £ X whenever exp ft (r) £ K,

(iii) [ft(BAr)]2/ft(r) = o(V(r)) asr-,»,

where By, B2 and B4 are the constants appearing in (7.1).

Theorem 5.1. Let S be a subset of C" with a\z, S) < const |z|A/V(2|z|) for

all z £ C". Then S is a sufficient set for (E, K).

Proof. For any subset S of C" the injection (E, X) —» (E, K(S)) is contin-

uous since ||/||fe s < \\f\]k tot any k £ K. Consequently, it remains to show that

the inverse is also continuous.

Following [13], given k(r) = exp(2<£(r)) £ X, we define ky(z) = exp(fty(r))

where fty(r) = B j   ft(B2  r). Then ky £ K and we will show that there is a con-

stant C>0 such that \\f\\k   s < 1 =» ||/IL < C tot all f £ (E, X). Since this

implies that ||/||fe < C||/|| fe   s the proof will be complete.

Let f£(E, X) with ||/Sfelts<l. Then log |/(z)| < fty(z) tot z£S.

Case 1. /(0) = ß. In this case we may apply Theorem 6.16 (see (7.1)) to ob-

tain

( log M(B r, f)\2 (log M(B,r,f)\ 2
log M(r, f) < Byfty(B2r) + B}    -_±-)    = ft(r) + B^ '

¡Vir)       / \        y/vUJ       j

Consequently, by Lemma 6.14, there is an rQ > 0 (independent of /) such that

for r > rQ, log M(r, f) < 2ft(r) or sup|zj 2r  |/(z)| /k(z) < 1. Setting C =

max{k(r0)/k(T): r < rQ] we obtain

M(r,f)      ^     I, \u(r0,j_)k(r0)

0>

su^^:^S-sup-¿tloT:r-r^-C

Consequently, ||/||fe < C.

Case 2. /(0) 4 ß- If |/(0)| > ß, we apply Case 1 to the function /3/(z)//(0)

and deduce the same inequality.

If |/(0)| < ß, we apply Case 1 to the function f(z) - (f(0) - ß) and deduce
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that \\f(z)~(f(0)-ß)\\k<C. Thus

\\f\\k<\\f^)-(f(0)-ß)\\k+\\f(0)-ß\\k<C + D

where D = 2/3 sup UA(r): r > 0\ > ||/(0) - ß\\k.

Corollary 7.2. If S CCn with d(z, S) < const \z\1~p/2, then S is a sufficient

set for the space of entire functions of order less than p.

8. A related theorem. Iyer's notion of an effective set (see §4) dealt with

the space C(p, d) of entire functions of order p and type less than d. A set 5 =

[z ] is effective for C(p, d) if S is "rich enough" so that the type of any func-

tion as determined on 5 is equal to the type of the function. A sufficient set for

the space E p of entire functions of order less than p determines the type of a

function in Ep in the following sense. There is a constant C > 0 such that if

/ £ E    and / has type dx on S, then / has type < Cdy If K is countably deter-

mined, then a result of this type follows from the fact that sufficient implies that

for every p there is a  q such that E(cp    S) is continuously injected into E(<p )

(see Theorem 3.8). However the following proposition gives an explicit upper

bound on the type of / from its type on 5.

Proposition 8.1.  Let SCC with d(z, S) < \z\ 1~p/2 for all z. Let f £ Ep

have order px< p. Then

..              log|/(z)|              .               ,.            log M(r,f)      _.
lim sup    ——l-p-—- = dx    implies   lim sup —-— < Cd

z --oo.zeS       z
pl *1 r.    "r p. -    "1

T—.OO .^1T

where C = d,B xBPl and B v B 2 are the constants determined in (7.1).

Proof. Let / £ E    with

,. log|/(z)|       ,
lam sup =dx,      Pj<p.

|z| — oo,zeS      \z\   *■

Thus, given e > 0 there is an rQ such that log|/(z)| < (dx +f)|z|'°l for |z| >

rQ, z £ S. Letting A = max(M(r0, /, S), 1) we obtain

(8.2) M(r, f,S)<A exp((z/j + ()A),      T > 0.

Case 1.  /(0) = ß. By Theorem 6.16 and inequality (8.2) we obtain

/log M(B.r,f)\2
log M(r,f)<Bx logM(B2r,/,S) + B3i -_-1

w      j>.          /log M(B4r,/)\ 2
< Bx log A + Bx(dx + e)(B2r) ! + bA -—-J  .
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Since log M(S4r, /) =0(rpl) and log M(BAr, f) = o^*) we obtain

log M(r, /)      ,,        .        P,
hm SUp    *       "     < (d   + e)ß ß  1.

Pi —       1 12
r— oo r   L

Case 2. /(0) / ß. If |/(z)| > /3 (resp. |/(z)| < ß) we apply Case 1 to the

function ßf(z)/f(0) (resp. f(z) - (/(0) - /3)) and deduce the same inequality

(see the proof of Theorem 5.1).
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